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https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ SPECIAL REPORT... “What You Need To Know Before Hiring A Wildlife Removal Specialist!” A Note About Roof Rats Most people don't realize just how common roof rats are here in Georgia. But they are actually just as common as squirrels as far as getting into people's homes and attics. But since we frequently see squirrels running about the yard during the day (while rats are hiding and sleeping), most people are inclined to believe that it must be a squirrel in their attic. Here are some of the notable facts about these far too common roof rats.  Roof Rats are excellent climbers and get their name because they usually live high off the ground, like on the roof of a building.  They have very poor vision and are color blind, but they have extremely strong senses of hearing, smell, touch and taste. Rats have four to six litters a year and each litter has 6 to 12 babies in it. These rats are only pregnant for about 21 to 23 days and they can start reproducing  when they are three months old.



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/



Although and adult roof rat can growt to be 16 inches long from nose to tail, an adult rat can still squeeze into your home through a hole as small as the size of a quarter. Rats can live for up to 18 months, but most die before they are one year old.  Rats have strong teeth that allow them to chew through glass, cinderblock, wire, aluminum and lead! Rats are also responsible for spreading Bubonic Plague, also known as the "Black Death". Although fleas are primarily responsible for infecting humans, they were originally infected with the plague by feeding on the blood of rats.  They have an excellent sense of taste and a good memory. A rat can identify certain



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ substances, including rat poisons, after just a tiny taste of it. How They Get In… Attics make a great place to live! They are warm and dry and safe. They make for a great place for squirrels and rodents to nest and raise their babies. Female squirrels give birth to two litters of young per year, one in summer – around August to September, and one in winter – between February and March. The exact time of birth can vary a bit based on several factors, but generally the winter litter is born in early February and the summer litter in early August. Squirrels and rats are excellent chewers, so they often chew through wooden fascia boards at the roofline or other areas to gain access. If there’s an easy and obvious way in, all the better. A house with wide-open holes or gaps at the roofline and easy access makes it very likely that a squirrel or rat will enter at some point. Squirrels -ad especially rats and mice - can fit through small areas, so most of the time they don’t even need to chew their way in – they just find a gap somewhere in the architecture. Rats and mice can actually squeeze through a space no larger than the diameter of a quarter! So it's even easier for them to gain access through small gaps and cracks that are common in most standard residential home construction. Easy climbing access, such as trees adjacent to the house, also increases the likelihood that squirrels or rats will enter the home and set up a nest. But even without trees nearby, these rodents are excellent climbers and generally have no problem climbing up the siding or other structures around the house. The most common areas that squirrels and rats will enter the home are places where an eave meets up with the roof line, such as dormers, or areas where two different roof sections meet. They also often get in where the roofline meets the fascia. Vents, both on the roof, the gables, and under eaves, are also very common entry points, especially if they are not sealed properly. And it has been our common experience that most homes - even newly built homes - have at least some



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ loose vents and/or gaps at the roofline. The point here, is that pretty much all homes have at least several places where it is easy for squirrels and rats to gain access to the attic space. And even in case where there are no existing gaps for a rodent to enter, they will still chew a hole through a fascia board or vent screen and gain access whenever they want! “Can’t I Take Care Of The Problem Myself?” I hear this question almost every day, and if I had a penny for every time I had to go into a customer’s home and repair the damage caused by the homeowner’s attempt to remove squirrels, rats and other wildlife themselves, I would certainly be retired by now! Please… do not try to attempt to trap, kill or otherwise remove these squirrels or other rodents yourself! I have seen everything from home owners falling off roofs - to getting bitten - to causing extensive damage themselves to their home. Sometimes that damage is caused by the home  owner trying to make repairs or trap the animals. And sometimes the damage is caused by animals that have become trapped in the home. And as you will see, these kinds of damages can get very costly, very quickly. Please understand that a mother squirrel or rat who is trapped outside of the attic, while her babies are trapped inside, will do extensive damage to the home in trying to chew her way back in! She will try to chew through several places in an attempt to find another weak spot that she can enter through. And perhaps even worse is the potential damage when a home owner closes up any holes, thinking that all of the squirrels and rats are out of the attic. An adult squirrel trapped inside an attic will also do extensive damage to the attic space including chewing through wire, pipes, wood, insulation, sheetrock, etc. And if they get trapped inside the attic area for long enough, they will literally chew through the ceiling and into your living space - where they will wreak havoc in your home and likely become a safety and health hazard!



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ And in the event that they do become completely trapped inside a ceiling or wall space, they will eventually die there. It takes about 2 weeks for the incredible odor from a decaying animal to really develop and become noticeable inside the home. But once it does, it will quickly become unbearable! And the problem is further compounded by the fact that the dead animal is nearly impossible to accurately locate within the walls or ceiling. The only solution to this problem is to literally cut numerous “test holes” in your walls and ceiling to try and physically locate the carcass. But the smell is so incredibly unbearable that you will gladly accept the fact that you must cut holes everywhere to locate and remove the dead animal! “What About Using Repellants Or Other Devices That Are Sold In Stores?” If you do an online search, you will find all sorts of squirrel and rodent repellents sold, many even proudly display their “money-back guarantees”. And most of them are made of …mothballs. In fact, most animal repellents sold are made from either mothballs or coyote urine. I’ve been to many homes at which the homeowner has placed a great deal of mothballs in the attic – one had fifty pounds of mothballs! – and the rodents didn’t care. They also don’t respond much of the time to coyote urine. The problem is that an attic is large and well-ventilated, and the odor isn’t very strong. A rodent will often just move to another, less offensive part of the attic. Even in cases in which the odor is strong, it’s still not enough incentive to make the animal leave. Once a rodent has established a nice cozy home in your attic, it takes more than a bad odor to make it leave. You wouldn’t abandon your home if someone spread some mothballs inside, would you? These are wild animals that have strong survival instincts. They will tolerate quite a bit in order to keep their warm and otherwise safe home. All of the current repellent and deterrent products sold on the market today are simply not going to provide any kind of real and lasting results. I’ve also seen various people recommending the use of bright lights, strobing lights, or noises. Some of the more common of these “noise deterrents” are regular



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ radios and ultrasonic high-pitch sound emitting devices. Once again, I’ve seen both of these tactics used many times with absolutely no results. In fact, the FTC has issued an offcial warning against the high-pitch noise machines, stating that they are 100% ineffective and fraudulent. It would be wonderful if there was a simple and easy solution to this very serious problem. But as with most things in life, there are simply no simple or easy “over the counter” solutions here. The repellents very rarely work. I used to even tell my customers to go ahead and try out one of these solutions first and then call me when they find that those solutions don’t work. But the problem is that if you give these animals any amount of time to “settle in” - or worse, if you irritate, anger or trap them in some way - they will cause more and more damage to your home. And the cost of repairing that damage grows every single day that they remain in your home! Now I realize that this may all sound like a self-serving sales pitch. But again, please understand that I get paid the same amount whether they have caused a lot of damage already to your home, or only a little damage. You can wait and try a bunch of different “repellants” or other home remedies, but 9 times out of 10 you are going to need a professional to trap and remove these animals safely and permanently. And the longer you wait to take action, the higher your total cost to clean up and repair the damage. As soon as you even think that you may have a problem with one of these animals invading your home, you must act quickly! Always remember that 82 homes are destroyed EVERY DAY by fre caused by squirrels, rats and other rodents in the attic! And even if they don’t cause a fire, they will very often cause damage that will cost hundreds - and in many cases thousands - of dollars in repair costs! Don’t let your home become another one of these statistics. You really need to act now and hire a professional wildlife removal specialist that is licensed, trained and experienced in trapping and removing these animals. “What About Using Poison?” Poison is not only the most inhumane method of handling this problem, but it also creates a



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ much bigger problem for you. First, it is a very painful and inhumane death for the animal. But as I said earlier, a sick and dying animal will often go and “hide” to die in an area that is difficult to reach - such as a wall space or other enclosed area. It would then begin to decompose there for weeks, creating an odor that you really can’t believe until you have personally experienced it. And then you are again back to having to bring in a professional to cut holes in your walls and ceiling to locate and remove the decaying carcass. Finally, if it’s a female squirrel with babies, the mother will die and the babies will be orphaned in the attic, where they will suffer and starve to death, and then die and cause more odor! Using poison is simply a bad idea all the way around. The Only Real Solution! Although you may be tempted to try and save a few hundred dollars by trapping or removing these animals by yourself, you will only be creating a much bigger - and much more costly! problem by doing so. The money you think you will be saving in the short run will always be far outweighed by the costs of repairing the extensive additional exterior and interior damages, the costs for locating and retrieving trapped dead animals (and then repairing all of that damage!), and the costs of treating the terrible odors caused by dead and decaying carcasses. These costs can - and often do - run into the thousands! For all of the reasons we have discussed above, the only real solution to the problem of squirrels, rats, mice and other animals invading your attic is to call a licensed, trained and experienced professional who will come to your home, identify the specific types of animals that you have there and then begin a safe and humane process for trapping and removing them. An experienced



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ wildlife removal specialist can quickly identify the types of animals involved and begin a multistep process for safely removing them. These specialists also have proven methods and techniques for verifying that all animals have been completely removed from the house before beginning the work to professionally seal up any access points to ensure that no further animals gain access to your home and attic. The process can take anywhere from a few days to a few weeks, depending on the severity of the problem. Once the animals are safely and humanely trapped, they will be transported and relocated to a safe, natural habitat at least 10 miles away from your home - far enough that they are not capable of finding their way back. Most of the higher quality wildlife removal companies also employ experienced home repair professionals that can perform what is called “exclusion” services. Once they are sure that all animals have been removed from the house, a team of Exclusion Specialists will seal up any access points and can also repair the damage done to your home, both inside and out. However, it is important to note that just because one family of squirrels or rodents has been removed from your attic, that does not mean that another won’t find their way back in! In fact, it is quite common for us to find that homes that have been infested once, often have a repeat occurrence. Simply put, the conditions that led one family of squirrels to invade your attic are still usually in place (wooded yards with easy access from tree branches or wires). The more reputable wildlife specialists will often recommend that you have a “Complete Exclusion Service” (sometimes also called “whole house exclusion”) performed on your house. In a complete exclusion service, the company will inspect and repair any and all potential access points across your entire house. This will ensure that any such access points (loose vents, gaps in fascia boards, etc.) are properly closed up to prevent any further invasions.



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ You should be sure to ask your removal specialist about the types of “exclusion work” they will perform for you as well as the guarantees that they offer for this work. If you should only choose to have the company perform their exclusion work on the specifc holes through which the current animals were entering, they will typically only guarantee their work on those specific holes. In other words, if you do not have the “whole house” or “complete exclusion” service performed, they simply cannot guarantee that the next squirrel won’t find another way in to the house. This is a normal and customary practice for even professional and reputable companies in the business. And if you think about it for a minute, you'll quickly realize that this makes perfect sense. How can I possibly guarantee to you that another squirrel won't find its way into your attic through any one of the several gaps or holes that I have pointed out but you have refused to close up? Believe it or not, we still run into people sometimes who just can't seem to understand this. And since it is common to have a re-occurrence of these animals trying to get into your home, you should consider it a wise investment to invest in the “whole house exclusion” service whenever possible. By doing so, you can rest assured that you will have no further trouble from these animals and it is far less expensive to prevent further infestations than it is to remove more animals and repair the resulting damage. Additionally, most reputable removal specialists will provide a “whole house guarantee” when providing this service. This would be a guarantee that you will have no further “invasions” by these animals for a specified period of time – or we'll come back out and take care of the problem at no cost to you. Peace of mind, and no unpleasant surprises! It Is Critical That You Act Fast! I cannot stress enough the importance of acting quickly when you first suspect that you might have a squirrel or other animal in your home. I have seen many home owners think that they could “wait it out” or hope that maybe the animals would just leave on their own. And I can tell you from over 20 years of experience in this business that they definitely will not!



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ And the longer you wait to take action, the more costly the damage and repairs. This is simply one of the universal truths of animal and rodent infestations. They will move in quickly and immediately begin destroying your home and property. One of the first things that they will do is to build themselves a nice, comfortable nest. I have seen attics completely stripped of insulation where it was all stuffed down into the soffits where they were building a nest! They will chew through wires and pipes that are anywhere near them or in their way. They must constantly be chewing on hard objects to keep their teeth from growing too large. So if they have taken up residence in your attic, you can be sure that they are constantly chewing on whatever they can find there. So if you even suspect that you may have a problem with one of these animals, it is critical that you contact a wildlife removal specialist immediately - before they have a chance to do any more damage. Contact Details: Sarasota Florida Wildlife Pro Sarasota, FL (941) 216-6070 http://floridawildlife.pro/sarasota-fl/ https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ https://twitter.com/peterallan2017 Recommended Contents: Critter Removal Company Sarasota, FL Critter Control Sarasota, FL Critter Trapping Services Sarasota, FL Dead Critter Removal Sarasota, FL



https://sites.google.com/site/sarasotaflwildliferemoval/ Pest Critter Removal Sarasota, FL Humane Critter Removal Sarasota, FL Local Critter Removal Sarasota, FL Bat Removal Services Sarasota, FL Snake Removal Services Sarasota, FL Raccoon Removal Services Sarasota, FL Bat Control Company Sarasota, FL Squirrel Removal Services Sarasota, FL Armadillo Removal Company Sarasota, FL Recommended Links: https://goo.gl/HTQM1n https://goo.gl/4JxPMy https://goo.gl/pHi3Ku https://goo.gl/1TGjtZ https://goo.gl/r2GBBB https://goo.gl/cg9tF5 https://goo.gl/DJ5AZs https://goo.gl/PzCg7H https://goo.gl/YmVVJH https://goo.gl/F4vXXE https://goo.gl/yYfrjC https://goo.gl/tD24pL https://goo.gl/5NpzV4 https://goo.gl/Qbw5wm
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